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11th February 2022
We CELEBRATE children for showing progress in their learning and for shining in a particular area.
Our Super STARS of the Week:
Owls: Hazel for approaching all of her learning with great gusto and enthusiasm while using her Ruby Kindness
and Topaz Power to learn with her friends.
Oaks: Charlie-Rose for Super Emerald Power in trying to improve her handwriting in all lessons!
Acorns: Dexter for using an incredible amount of Super Sapphire Power to retell our Talk For Writing text:
Monkey See, Monkey Do! Remembering to use the correct punctuation and key vocabulary from the text.
Bluebells: Mason for showing Super Sapphire Power by focusing so well with all his learning, especially during
Phonics!
Our Wonderful WRITERS of the Week:
Owls: Florrie for using her Super Sapphire Power to include rhetorical questions with amazing handwriting in
her persuasive text.
Oaks: Maggie for Excellent Emerald Power in writing an interesting Losing Tale about Elle and her lost paints.
Acorns: Billy B for always remembering to include capital letters, full stops and finger spaces in all of his writing,
as well as making sure his handwriting is lovely and neat, and trying his best to use his phonics knowledge to
spell words correctly. Especially when retelling the story of Monkey See, Monkey Do!
Our Marvellous MATHEMATICIANS of the Week:
Owls: Levi for using his Super Sapphire Power to focus on his fractions learning and finding and using resources
to help him do this.
Oaks: Logan for Excellent Sapphire Power in persevering with dividing a 2 digit number by a 1 digit number.
Acorns: Mara-Rose for using her Excellent Emerald Power to persevere in learning how to use block diagrams,
tally charts and pictograms to compare data.
Our Roarsome READERS of the Week:
Owls: Maddison for showing Super Sapphire Power when giving a thorough summary of the story and reading
so clearly.
Oaks: Harlowe for Amazing Emerald Power in improving her fluency.
Acorns: Billy H for amazing progress and effort in his phonics lessons when learning set 2 sounds and red words,
and putting them all together to confidently read Green Read Write Inc story books.

